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2455 
Vort-Ronald, Michael P., Australian Banknotes, 1979, 1st 
edition, 331pp, hardbound, Banks of Issue in Australia, 
1982, 331pp, hardbound, Decimal Banknotes, 1985, 226pp, 
hardbound. Very fine. (3) 

$100

2456 
Waggoner, Nancy M., Early Greek Coins, from the 
Collection of Jonathan P. Rosen, 1983, slip cased, Ancient 
Coins in North American Collections, No.1. ii + 55 pp., 
28 plates, listing and illustrating 770 mostly Achaic Greek 
coins. Hard covers, new.

$80

Ex C. Ehrhardt, Otago, New Zealand Collection and ACANS Macquarie 
University duplicates.  An important Collection of Greek Coins and an 
indispensible work of reference. Noted to illustrate many tiny silver fractional 
pieces.

2457 
Westermark, Ulla, Jenkins, Kenneth, The Coinage of 
Kamarina, Royal Numismatic Society Special Publication 
Number 9, London, 1980, 283 pp., 40 plates; Williams, 
Roderick T., Silver Coinage of the Phokians, Royal 
Numismatic Society Special Publication Number 7, London, 
1972, 138 pp., 16 plates. Both with dustjackets, as new, very 
fine, scarce and useful. (2)

$100

Ex C. Ehrhardt, Otago, New Zealand Collection and ACANS Macquarie 
University duplicates.

2458 
World coin auction sale catalogues 1978-2002, includes 
Lepczyk (3), Jess Peters, Glendining, Bowers and Merena, 
Spink, Ponterio and Elsen (7). Fine. (25) 

$50

Ninth Session, Commencing at 4.30 pm 

WORLD  BANKNOTES

2459 
Argentina, Banco Provincial de Corrientes, one peso, 
overprinted Ley 20 Setember 1897 (P.S1131c) consecutive 
pair. Extremely fine. (2)

$120

2460 
Bermuda, Bermuda Monetary Authority 1974 specimen set 
one, five, ten, twenty, fifty and one hundred dollars (P.28-
33s). Uncirculated. (6) 

$150

2461*
The British North Borneo Company, twenty five cents, 
Sandakan, 1st March 1921, No.N348137 (P.12b). Thin 
paper as issued, a full note without faults save for one tiny 
tone spot, nearly very fine and rare in this condition.

$1,500

2462 
Brunei, Government of, fifty ringgit, 1967, A/2 893077 (P.4). 
Extremely fine.  

$200

2463 
Canada, Elizabeth II, one and two dollars, 1954-1986, all 
different. Nearly uncirculated. (7) 

$50

2464 
Canada, specimen cheques, Canadian Agricultural Bank, 
Kingston, three different coloured cheques all on Montreal 
Branch 18.., with Charles Skipper & East oval Specimen 
logo dated 1875 bottom right; another North Western Bank 
Limited, Montreal Branch 187. with “Nissen, Parker & 
Arnold Engravers, 43 Mark Lane, London” logo bottom 
right. Rare. Extremely fine - uncircyulated. (4)

$120

2465 
China, The Chinese Italian Banking Corporation, set of one, 
five and ten yuan, 1921 (P.S253-5). Uncirculated. (3)

$150
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2466*
China, Foreign Bank, The Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking 
Corporation, specimen ten dollars, Shanghai, 1st January 
1924 (P.S365A) three hole cancelled with specimen Waterlow 
& Son Ltd overprinted in red on front and twice on back, 
453 top right margin. Glue tip marked on left hand side of 
back otherwise uncirculated and very rare.

$3,800

2467 
Egypt, one pound (1967-70) (P.37), ten pounds, National 
Bank (1960) (P.32). Uncirculated, nearly uncirculated. (2)

$50

2468 
Ethiopia, one dollar (1945) (P.12b). Mali, one hundred francs 
22.9.1960 (P.2). Nearly very fine; fine. (2)

$50

2469 
Fiji, Government, one pound, 1st January 1941 (P.32a). Tear 
in top left corner otherwise fine.

$50

2470 
Fiji, one (4), two (5) and five dollars (P.63a, 64b, 68, 74, 79, 
83, 84, 89a and 94). Uncirculated. (9) 

$80

2471 
Fiji, one dollar (1993) (P.83) twenty consecutive notes; two 
dollars (1987-91) (P.79a) pair and two singles. Crisp flat 
uncirculated. (24) 

$60

2472 
Fiji, Reserve Bank, one, two and twenty dollars (1993-95) (cf.
P.83, 84, 87) but all missing signatures and serial numbers. 
Uncirculated. (3)

$100

2473 
Fiji, millennium (2000) two dollars (P.94) ten consecutive 
notes. Uncirculated. (10) 

$60

2474*
Germany, (Mainz) Mayence assignat for ten sols, May 1793 
No.17296 (90x70mm) (Mailliet pl.LXXXII; Pick S.1476b). 
Fine and rare. 

$200

2475*
Germany, (Mainz) Mayence assignat issued May 1793 while 
under siege from Austro-Prussian Army, three livres, hand 
numbered 37170 (90x70mm) (Mailliet pl.LXXXI; Pick 
S1477b). Fine and rare. 

$200

2476 
Germany, notgeld, 1914-1924, in official album for collectors 
at the time. Mostly extremely fine. (approx 750)

$500

Ex L.A. Leverington Collection.

2477 
Great Britain, specimen cheques, Messrs. Samuel Brothers & 
Sons, Bankers Strand, three different colour cheques all on 
London 18.., “A9” “B6”, C9" with “Charles Skipper & East 
oval Specimen logo dated 1870” bottom right. Extremely 
fine - uncirculated. (3)

$120

2478 
Great Britain, Treasury note, Bradbury ten shillings (1915) 
A1/33 No.24593. Very good. 

$100
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2479*
Great Britain, Elizabeth II, one pound, L.K. O’Brien (1960-
1961), series C, 16K 043380 (P.374a, Duggleby B282) hand 
signed by L.K. O’Brien; another J.Q. Hollom (1962-1966) 
J31R 012667 (P.374c, Duggleby B288) hand signed by J.Q. 
Hollom. Fine, nearly very fine and very rare, especially with 
the accompanying letter. (2)

$1,000

Sold with an accompanying letter dated 16th December 1976 from Rt. 
Hon Lord O’Brien of Lothbury, G.B.E. P.C. to Leopold de Rothschild Esq. 
stating he was returning the above one pound note after signing it and 
that if he wanted a “cleaner” note with his signature on it, their friends at 
the Bank of England could probably find one and he would be happy to 
autograph that too.

2480 
Great Britain, Bank of England, Queen Elizabeth II, issues, 
for Forde ten shillings to Somerset five pounds, one pound 
(four different). Uncirculated. (6)

$50

2481 
Great Britain, Bank of England, O’Brien (1955-60) one 
pound B 73K 411732 (P.369c). Uncirculated.

$60

2482*
Hong Kong, The Chartered Bank of India, Australia & China, 
ten dollars, Hong Kong, 18th November 1941 (P.55c). Good 
extremely fine and very scarce in this condition. 

$300

2483 
Hong Kong, Chartered Bank of India, Australia & China, 
one hundred dollars, Hong Kong, 1st August 1955, Y/M 
759886 (P.57c). Good.

$130

2484*
Hong Kong, The Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking 
Corporation, one dollar, Hong Kong, 1st January 1929, 
No. E321269/70 (P.172) consecutive pair. Original fresh 
uncirculated and rare as such. (2) 

$2,800

2485 
Hong Kong, Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation, 
five dollars, Hong Kong, 1st April 1941, No. M654, 163 
(P.173d). Crisp, good extremely fine. 

$150

2486 
Hong Kong, Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation, 
ten dollars, Hong Kong, 30th March 1946, No.X686, 621 
(P.178d). Crisp, nearly uncirculated. 

$170

2487*
Hong Kong, Mercantile Bank of India, five dollars, Hong 
Kong, 29th November 1941, No.187219 (P.235d). Crisp, 
very fine or better and very scarce.  

$1,500
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2488*
Hong Kong, Mercantile Bank of India, ten dollars, Hong 
Kong, 29th November 1941, no.114921 (P.236e). Crisp, 
nearly extremely fine and very scarce.

$1,500

2489 
India, unprinted paper note form for ten rupees (1940) 
by Portals (owned by Bank of England) as salvaged (circa 
1991) from the wreck of S.S. Breda sunk in Borderloch, 
Scotland 23rd December 1940 as a result of enemy action. 
Paper watermarked with original portrait of George VI and 
wording Ten Rupees / Reserve Bank of India Ten Rupees. 
Good extremely fine.

$100

2490 
Keeling Cocos Islands, 1/10 rupee, 1902 (PS.123). All with 
stains or edge damage, very good - very fine. (6)

$120

2491 
Korea, North, one, five, ten, fifty won 1978, the five varieties 
of each note used for general circulation, for socialist visitors, 
for non socialist visitors and second general circulation issues 
plus 100 won 1978 (P.18a, b, c, d, e, 19a, b, c, d, e, 20a, b, 
c, d, e, 21a, b, c, d, e, 22a). Uncirculated. (21)

$100

2492 
Kuwait, Central Bank, set of quarter, one, five, ten and twenty 
dinars (1968) (P.12-16). Original fresh uncirculated. (5) 

$250

2493 
Macau, ten patacas 12.5.84, twenty patacas 1.9.96; fifty 
patacas 16.10.95 (P.59c, 91, 92a). Uncirculated. (3)

$60

2494 
Madagascar, ten francs (1937-47) (P.36); twenty francs 
(1937-47) M 272/ 0, 469 (P.37). Slight staining on first, 
otherwise very fine or better. (2)

$80

2495*
Malaya, Board of Commissioners of Currency, twenty 
five cents, 1st September 1940 C456197 (P.3). Flattened 
extremely fine or better and scarce thus. 

$600

2496 
Malaya, Board of Commissioners of Currency, one dollar, 
1st July 1941, H/19 015762 (P.11). Uncirculated.

$80

2497 
Malaya, Board of Commissioners of Currency, one dollar, 1st 
July 1941, N/71 032579/81 (P.11) three consecutive notes. 
Uncirculated. (3)

$270

2498*
Malaya, Board of Commissioners of Currency, five dollars, 
1st July 1941, F/43 045680 (P.12). Uncirculated.  

$500

2499*
Malaya, Board of Commissioners of Currency, ten dollars, 
1st July 1941, G/26 056079 (P.13). Nearly uncirculated.

$350
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2500*
Malaysia, Bank Negara Malaysia, ten ringgit (1976-78) 
D/65 series of solid numbers 111111, 222222, 333333, 
4444444, 777777, 888888 (P.15). Uncirculated and very 
rare as such. (6)

$1,200

2501 
Malaya, Japanese occupation, one hundred dollars (1944) 
MT (P.M8X), one thousand dollars (1945) (P.M10b). 
Uncirculated. (2)

$50

2502 
Malta, ten liri 1967 (1979) (P.36a). Uncirculated.

$60

2503 
Mauritius, The Oriental Bank Corporation, unissued 
cheque, 18.. (c.1848?), originally denominated in dollars but 
overprinted in rupees. The word dollars and the ‘$’ sign have 
been overprinted in red with the words ‘Rupees’ and the ‘Rs’ 
sign. A rare early Mauritius cheque. Nearly uncirculated. 

$100

2504 
Mexico, Yucatan, Commision Reguladora del Mercado de 
Henequen, second issue, one peso, 20.11.1914, 519144. 
Type without needle punched “Campeche” (PS.1122b). 
Fine.

$80

2505 
Morocco, fifty francs 1.3.1944 (P.26). New Caledonia, 
Noumea, five francs (1944) (P.48). Fine; very good. (2)

$50

2506*
New Zealand, Bank of Australasia, third issue, ten shillings, 
Wellington, 2nd July 1930, 899231, imprint of Perkins, 
Bacon & Co Ltd London (P.S.131; Robb 5.g). Folds, creases 
and pinholes, nearly very fine.

$1,000

2507*
New Zealand, Bank of New Zealand third issue, fifty pounds, 
Wellington 1 May 1926, No 012166 (P.S195; Robb 11e). 
Heavy centrefold otherwise good colour very good with tear 
into top of centrefold and holes in centre, extremely rare, one 
other (Lavin, Sale 69 lot 3032) in private hands very similar 
both top right smudges and heavy centrefolds.

$30,000

Ex Austin Sprake, Amon Carter Collection and Spink London Sale, 30 Sept 
2005 (lot 1016).

2508*
The Union Bank of Australia Limited, fourth issue, ten 
shillings, Wellington, 1st October 1923, 2/N 446184, imprint 
of Waterlow & Sons Limited London (P.S.371a; Robb 
37.g.ii). Flattened of folds, old tape mark on top border, 
otherwise good very fine.

$1,750
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2509*
New Zealand, Reserve Bank, L. Lefeaux, 1934-40, one 
pound, 5A453742 (P.155). Crisp extremely fine and scarce 
thus. 

$2,000

2510 
New Zealand, Reserve Bank, Hardie type 1, 1977-81, one 
and two dollars star notes (P.163-4d/S2). Uncirculated. (2) 

$50

2511 
New Zealand, Reserve Bank, T.P. Hanna (1940-1955) ten 
shillings, one pound, five pounds (P.158a, 159a, 160a); 
G.Wilson (1955-1956) ten shillings, one pound, five pounds 
(158b, 159b, 160b); R.N. Fleming (1956-1967) ten shillings, 
one pound, five pounds (P.158c, 159c, 160c); H.R. Hardie 
(1977-1981) one, two, and five dollars (P.163d, 164d, 165d). 
Very good - good extremely fine. (12)

$170

2512 
New Zealand, Reserve Bank, Fleming 1956-67, one pound 
121 914495/6 (P.1590d) consecutive pair. Extremely fine. 
(2)

$70

2513*
New Zealand, Reserve Bank, D.L.Wilks 1968-75, two 
dollars 9Y0 016126* (P.164b/S4) star replacement note. 
Nearly uncirculated and rare.

$600

2514 
New Zealand, Reserve Bank, Hardie, 1977-81, type I, two 
dollars star notes, 9Y3 (P.164d/S2) four singles and a pair. 
Uncirculated. (6) 

$70

2515 
New Zealand, Reserve Bank, Knight 1975-77, one dollar 
star, Y91 (P.163c/82), Hardie 1977-81, type 1 one dollar 
star notes Y92 (P.163d/S2) pair and four singles, also Wilks, 
1968-75 dollar 8E (P.163b). Uncirculated. 

$100

2516*
New Zealand, Reserve Bank Hardie type 1, 1981-5, specimen 
set, one, two, five, ten, twenty and one hundred dollars AAA, 
EAA, JAA, NAA, TAA, YAA 000000 serials, overprinted 
specimen three times and perforated specimen either end 
(P.169a-175a). Uncirculated and  very rare. (6)

$12,000

2517 
New Zealand, Reserve Bank, S.T.Russell 1985-89, one dollar 
AJF857801/ 900 (P.169b) pack of one hundred consecutive 
notes. Uncirculated. (100)

$300

2518*
New Zealand, Reserve Bank, S.T. Russell 1985-89, ten and 
twenty dollars (cf. P.172b, 173b but missing serial numbers). 
Wavey otherwise uncirculated and rare. (2) 

$300
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2519 
New Zealand, Reserve Bank, Brash, ten dollars 
commemorative 1990, AAA two trios of matching last three 
digits plus single (P.176b). Crisp flat uncirculated. (7)

$70

2520*
New Zealand, The New Zealand Commercial Exchange 
Co. Wellington, ten shillings stg. No.0182 (c.1898) (S.277). 
Very fine and  rare.

$700

Ex Noble Numismatics Sales 69 (lot 3066) and 80 (lot 2991) 

2521*
New Zealand, The New Zealand Commercial Exchange 
Co., Wellington, one shilling stg, no.2099 (c.1898) (S.277). 
Very fine and rare.

$700

Ex Noble Numismatics Sales 66 (lot 2958) 69 (lot 3065) and 80 (lot 2990).  
Issued by Mr. Flurscheim, an advocate of money reform (banknotes for 
goods and services only). 

2522 
New Zealand, The New Zealand Commercial Exchange 
Co. Limited, sixpence, Wellington, No.0509 (1898) (S.277). 
Fine and rare. 

$100

2523*
New Zealand, The New Zealand Commercial Banking 
Exchange Co. Limited, two shillings and sixpence, 
Wellington, No. 0153 (1898) (S.277). Good very fine and 
rare. 

$500

2524*
New Zealand, The New Zealand, Wheelman, five shillings 
sterling, Christchurch, No. A1 1892-1900, entd 11/5/99, 
imprint A.Wildey Prin Chch. Fair and very rare.

$300

2525*
New Zealand, Discount note, Law’s, 158 Karangahape 
Road, Auckland, sixpence, No. 375829, photo litho print. 
Fine and very rare. 

$200

2526 
New Zealand, postal notes, one shilling issued 24.7.1953? 
two shillings and sixpence issued Oturehua, 6.11.1956; five 
shillings and sixpence (plus 3d, stamp = 5/9) with issued 
Hamilton, 23.8.1956, first with light foxing, second stains, 
third corner missing. Fine. (3)

$100
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2527*
New Zealand, Elizabeth II, British Postal Order, overprinted 
New Zealand, ten shillings (decimal changeover period 
overprinted $1.07), L8/70 461 063, issued Lambton Qay 
(Wellington) 13.11.1969, four pence poundage overprinted 
five cents, complete with original counterfoil, scarce. 
Extremely fine.

$120

2528 
Philippines, Japanese occupation WWII, ten pesos, 
overprinted in 1944 in red on back ‘The / Co-Prosperity / 
Sphere: / What isitworth?’ (P.111B). Good extremely fine. 

$40

2529 
Poland, under Germany, World War II, Litzmannstadt 
Ghetto, fifty pfennig, one and twenty  marks, Quittungen 
(receipt notes) all numbered and dated May 11940/Campbell 
4201a, 4202b, 4206). Nearly uncirculated. (3) 

$150

2530 
Portugal, the war of the Two Brothers, Imperial Treasury, 
Revalidation issue of 1826, 10,000 reis, 1799, 809242, 
overprinted in red a crown above “D. Pedro IV 1826”. Type 
as (P.28) but old date 1799 not listed in Pick (old type of 
P.13a). Good - very good and rare.

$80

2531 
Sarawak, Government of Sarawak, one dollar, Kuching, 1st 
January 1940, A/6 410842 (P.23). Very fine.

$100

2532 
Sierra Leone, Bank of, specimen, five hundred, one thousand 
and five thousand leones, 1st March 2003 (P.23, 24, 28) not 
listed as specimens. Uncirculated. (3)

$150

2533 
Singapore, five dollars, orchid serials (1967) A/1 882236 
(P.1a) first serial prefix. Uncirculated.  

$180

2534 
Solomon Islands, specimen five dollars A/1 000000 (1979) 
overprinted specimen in red, twice diagonally (P.6s). 
Uncirculated. 

$50

2535*
South Africa, Cape of Good Hope Bank Limited, Cape Town 
crossed out, Johannesburg, five pounds, 11th Dec 1889 
No.23993 (P.5179). Heavy folds with resultant holes and 
breaks otherwise fine and very rare. 

$2,000

2536*
South Africa, Cape of Good Hope, Malmesbury Agricultural 
& Commericial Bank, five pounds, 21st July 1875 No. 2107, 
imprint Saul Solomon & Co. Cape Town (P.S226). Crossed 
cancelled in red twice, tear through centre repaired with 
white paper otherwise very fine and very rare. 

$1,000

2537 
South Africa, Montague Bank, Cape of Good Hope, five 
pounds 18--, No. 0530, unissued remainder printed by 
William Brown and Co., London (P.5231). Broad left margin, 
good extremely fine. 

$100

2538 
South Africa, Cape Province, private issue by Barry & 
Nephews, Swellendam, five pounds, 185- printed by Royston 
& Brown London (see note to P.S286). Extremely fine. 

$70
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2539*
South Africa, National Bank, Transvaal issue, ten shillings 
Johannesburg, 1 July 1916 (P.S.391). Four pinholes, good 
very fine.

$1,250

2540*
Straits Settlements, Government of, ten cents, 14th October 
1919 D/16 15702 (P.8b). Rust-stains on left hand side 
otherwise good extremely fine.

$200

2541 
Straits Settlements, Government of, ten cents, 14th October 
1919, C/18 07736 (P.8b). Small black spot otherwise good 
very fine.

$150

2542*
Straits Settlements, Government of, one dollar, 1st January 
1935 F/12 62397 (P.16b). Crisp original extremely fine.

$400

2543*
Straits Settlements, Government of, ten dollars, 1st January 
1935 C/16 77055 (P.18b). Vertical folds otherwise nearly 
very fine.

$500
2544 
Timor, Banco Nacional Ultramarino, one pataca, Lisboa, 1 
de Janeiro 1910 (P.1). 10mm tear top border design area, 
good.

$100

2545*
Timor, Banco Nacional Ultramarino, ten patacas, Lisboa, 
1 de Janeiro 1910 (P.3). Numerals and some wording 
handwritten in pencil on back of note, nearly fine.

$250

2546*
Timor, Banco Nacional Ultramarino, twenty patacas, Lisboa, 
1 de Janeiro 1910 (P.4). Good fine.

$350
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2547 
Timor, Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Filial de Macau, five 
patacas, Lisboa, 1 de Janeiro 1924 (P.6). Good.

$120

2548 
Timor, Banco Nacional Ultramarino, five avos, ND (1940) 
(P.7), fifty avos, ND (1943) (P.9), five, ten and fifty avos, ND 
(1940) (P.12, 13, 14). Fair - nearly uncirculated. (5)

$150

2549 
Tonga, half pa’anga 17.5.77, 17.8.82, 29.7.83; one pa’anga 
19.1.82, 29.7.85; two pa’anga 19..89 (1992-5); five pa’anga 
30.6.89, (1992-5); ten pa’anga (1995) (P.18.21, 26-8). 
Uncirculated. (10)

$100

2550*
Trinidad and Tobago, Central Bank of, specimen fifty dollars, 
1964, AA 000000 (P.34S), overprinted specimen in red with 
hole cancel in signature. Uncirculated and rare. 

$1,000

2551 
West African States, one hundred francs, 2.3.1965, Togo 
(P.801Te). Uncirculated.

$60

2552*
Western Samoa, Treasury Note, specimen one pound, 
Wellington, No. 305001/0, 12345 printed middle of top 
margin, ink reference numbers and date 19/11/56 on back 
(P.8Aa). Nearly uncirculated and very rare. 

$3,000

2553 
World banknotes, including Burma, one rupee (P.34 [2]); 
Hong Kong, Chartered Bank of India, Australia & China, 
ten dollars (P.55c), The Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking 
Corporation, ten dollars (P.174Ac [11]); Malaya, fifty cents 
(P.10), one dollar (P.11); Netherlands, New Guinea, one 
gulden (P.4a); Straits Settlements, one dollar (P.17); Timor, 
housed in a black album. Fair - nearly extremely fine. (22)

$170

2554 
World notes in black plastic banknote album, U.S.A. 
Confederate States, five (4), ten (5) and  twenty (5) dollars, 
1862-64, Louisiana five dollars 1863, fifty dollars 1863; 
replica one thousand dollars 1840; Australia including very 
fine R.9 (rust holes), R.30b, 34b, 46, rust affected; Malaysia, 
one dollar 1941 written on “Englands” Ashes 1953, MPC 
one dollars series 481; Great Britain Peppiatt one pound 
O’Brien ten shillings, one pound and ten shillings Forde; New 
Zealand, ten shillings Hanna, Wilson, one pound Fleming 
(3), plus three replicas. Fair - very fine. (35)

$200

2555 
World notes, inflation and occupation issues, Austria, two 
kronen 1922 (8), Germany 1908-1923 (12), Poland, Japanese 
Invasion Money, Oceania shilling (17) and half shilling, 
China Hell notes (2), Great Britain Peppiatt one pounds (3). 
Very fine - uncirculated. (44) 

$150

2556 
World notes in mylar and plastic album, Malaya (5); 
Singapore (8); Indonesia (12); New Zealand (3); Great 
Britain (1); Fiji (9 including fifty dollars); Thailand (4) and 
U.S.A. (2). Fine - uncirculated. (44)

$200

2557 
World notes, Asia and Pacific, Fiji (1942-68) (5); Malaya 
(1941-53) (7); New Guinea (2); Dutch New Guinea; 
Netherlands Indies (3); New Caledonia (1940s) (8); 
Philippines (1936-49) (11); Singapore (4); Taiwan (5), sealed 
in ten plastic sheets. Fair - uncirculated. (46)

$100

2558 
World notes, mostly Australia, Malaya, China, New Zealand, 
Japan and USA, includes poor Hong Kong one dollar 1926 
and Sarawak dollar 1929. Poor - uncirculated. (52) 

$150

2559 
World Banknotes, a wide selection including Burma, 
Cambodia,  Iceland, Mongolia, Scotland and Tonga. Mostly 
uncirculated. (54)

$100

2560 
World notes, in blue plastic paper money album includes 
Australian decimal, including five dollars AA00 (R.214) first 
serial prefix, wide range of countries, Canada, Fiji, Mauritius, 
Hong Kong, New Zealand, Great Britain, Europe, Asia, Latin 
America, all identified in album, sold with owner’s listing. 
Fair - uncirculated. (approx 110) 

$300
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2561 
World notes, the remainder of the collection formed by Lloyd 
Leverington of Port Pirie, housed in two elephant size folio 
plastic and paper albums as scrap books with extensive 
newspaper cuttings of the period 1966-1976, details of his 
Australian one million series includes colonial notes replica 
set, Hutt River Province set, four handwritten cheques of Van 
Diemen’s Land 1830s, countries represented include Canada, 
Fiji, Hong Kong, Malaya, Papua New Guinea, low number 
set 1975 and specimen twenty kina, Sarawak, Singapore, 
China, Vietnam, French Colonial, German inflation notes, 
notgeld, Scotland, a collection of one pounds, Japanese 
Invasion Money, MPCs, lottery tickets including Tattersalls 
ticket No. 1 and No. 200,000, U.S.A., Europe, loose notes 
include Chamois Tanning note of Austria, funny money, also 
a plastic bag with portfolio of receipts, photocopies and other 
items. Poor - uncirculated. (approx 300)

$500

2562 
An accumulation of world notes, many war and inflation 
related with MPC’s of U.S.A., J.I.M., Netherlands Indies and 
Indonesia, China, Japan, Greece, Russia, all in Sanyo electric 
blue binder album. Fair - uncirculated. (approx 500) 

$300

AUSTRALIAN BANKNOTES

DECIMAL  ISSUES

2563*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) AAA 400030 (R.71) first 
serial prefix. Nearly uncirculated.

$600

2564 
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Phillips/Wheeler 
(1972) (R.71 (2), 73 (5), 74(12)). Very fine - good extremely 
fine. (19)

$120

2565 
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78 (7 singles and a 
run of 10)), ten dollars (R.301, 303, 304, 310b). Very good 
- uncirculated. (21)

$50

2566 
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to twenty dollars, Fraser/
Evans (1993) (R.71, 81, 83, 87, 401, 415 pair). Nearly 
uncirculated - uncirculated. (7)

$100

2567 
One dollar and two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to 
Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76a,b,c, 77, 
78); two dollars (R.81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86a,b,c, 87, 88). Very 
fine - uncirculated. (20)

$250

2568 
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to one hundred dollars, 
Johnston/Stone (1984) (R.71 (3, all AFB one is radar note 
646646 with repeating trio of digits) 73, 81 (FCG run of 
five with stain) 89 (LCY 656714/65 run of fifty two notes) 
301 (SAQ almost consecutive pair) 302, 608 (2)). Fine - 
uncirculated. (65)

$300

2569 
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to fifty dollars, Fraser/
Evans (1993) (R.78 DPH run of 10, 77(3), 73, 71; 89 LHV 
run of 10, 84(5), 83(10) 82, 81(6); 202(5), 203, 204; 301(6), 
303(3), 304(3), 308, 309; 4010 (10) 403(16), 404(5), 515) all 
in homemade album, mostly average circulated (face $942). 
Fair - uncirculated. (100) 

$1,200

2570 
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to five dollars, 
Macfarlane/Evans (2001) a collection housed in a complete 
interleaves album, 1995 edition, in slip case (R.71-219) 
missing star notes, most match up with consecutive pairs 
album (in the following lot). Uncirculated. (39)

$1,250

2571 
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to five dollars, Fraser/
Cole (1992), a collection of consecutive pairs (R.71-214) 
missing only stars, R.78 is a trio, R.89 a run of four, all in 
mylar and plastic album. The R.72 rare, uncirculated. (73)

$2,500

2572 
One dollar - one hundred dollars, a collection of decimal 
banknotes including one hundred dollars ZAA first serial 
consecutive pair, fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (R.509a), one 
hundred dollars, Johnstone/Fraser (R.609), twenty dollars, 
Fraser/Cole (R.415), five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (R.212), two 
dollars, Johnston/Fraser (R.89), missing R.409b, 509b and 
all star banknotes. Most banknotes crisp, flat, uncirculated. 
(76)

$4,000

2573 
One dollar, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) BSS 000045 (R.75); 
five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.209a); ten dollars, 
Fraser/Cole, MRR 670078, last prefix (R.313); fifty dollars, 
Fraser/Cole, WKB 014581 (R.513), also five dollars, Fraser/
Cole (1996) black serials, uncut block of four in folder. Good 
- uncirculated. (5)

$120

2574 
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) to five dollars, Fraser/Cole 
(1992) (R.78 (4 singles, 2 pairs, trio); R.89 (run of 44); 
R.209b (trio); R.213 (run of 47); R.214 (run of 9 and two 
singles)). The last two very good, R.78 tip glued otherwise 
uncirculated. (116)

$500
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2575 
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982), DKK 972641/741; DPN 
817263/362 (R.78) original parts and folded pack in ten 
bundles; five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) QLT 630 024/59, 
QLS 630455/60 (R.213) two breaks in the run of the first 
and total 40. Extremely fine - uncirculated. (240) 

$500

2576 
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) to ten dollars, Johnston/
Fraser (1988) polymer commemoratives in folder (R.73S 
ZAJ 21744*; R.78(3); R.83S ZFS 47239*; R.310). Very 
good - uncirculated. (6)

$300

2577 
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DLL 971964/972000; 
DLN 971501/63 (R.78) original pack of one hundred notes. 
Uncirculated. (100)

$200

2578 
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DNY 757511/610 
(R.78) original pack of one hundred consecutive notes. 
Uncirculated. (100) 

$200

2579 
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DPG 639770/875 (R.78) 
original pack of one hundred consecutive notes with bends 
(missing  86, 96, 01, 40, 59, 64). Uncirculated. (100) 

$200

2580 
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DLZ (2), DJT (2) and 
DNS (R.78) five packs of one hundred consecutive notes, 
with gaps, one sealed in 500 note pack set. Uncirculated. 
(500) 

$1,000

2581 
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982), DKA, DKV singles, DKY 
trio, DLQ pair (R.78); two dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) 
KFA (R.88), Johnston/Fraser (1985) runs of three, four and 
five (R.89). All crisp flat uncirculated. (20) 

$50

2582 
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78 [22]); two dollars, 
Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.88 [2]); five dollars, MacFarlane/
Evans (1996) Thirty Years of Decimal Currency banknote 
and stamp portfolio. Very fine - uncirculated. (25)

$100

2583 
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) to twenty dollars, Fraser/
Higgins (1990) (R.78 (6), 86a, c(2), 88 trio, 89, 209a, 212, 
213, 310b, 403, 404(2), 405 XKY 444444, 412). Rippled 
from being folded up, however the solid number note rare, 
very  good - good very fine. (22)

$200

2584*
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) FAA 041838 (R.81) 
first serial prefix. Nearly uncirculated. 

$500

2585 
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Fraser 
(1985) (R.81-9). Including varieties R.85, 86a with 
centrefolds otherwise virtually uncirculated. (11)

$350

2586 
Two dollars, Coombs/Randall (1968) (R.82 [2]); Phillips/
Randall (1968) (R.83 [3]). Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. 
(5) 

$100

2587 
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968), includes a pair FQQ 
108215/6 (R.82). Extremely fine - nearly uncirculated. (7) 

$80

2588 
Two dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) HHU and HHT 
149183 (R.85) two notes from the same sheet (identical serial 
number different prefix). Nearly uncirculated. (2)

$50

Originally part of four such notes displayed by the late Lloyd Leverington 
(photo included).

2589 
Two dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) JYA 666820/935 (R.87) 
a pack of one hundred consecutive notes with gaps. 
Uncirculated. (100) 

$500

2590 
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LLK 410012-
410113 (R.89) a sealed bundle of one hundred notes. 
Uncirculated. 

$400

2591 
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LER 652076/179; LFH 
841192/295; LDN 953344/443 (R.89) three packs, the last 
complete and inclusive. Uncirculated. (300) 

$700

2592 
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LKP 791318/67, LLP 
934831/90, LLT 935232/71; plus LKQ pair (R.89) runs 
of 50, 60 and 40 consecutive notes. Centrefolds otherwise 
extremely fine - nearly uncirculated. (152) 

$370
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2593*
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) NAA 721353 (R.202) 
first serial prefix. Original crispness, nearly uncirculated.

$650

2594 
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) to Knight/Wheeler 
(1976) (R.202, 203, 204, 205, 206a,b,c, 207, 208). Good 
very fine - uncirculated. (9)

$300

2595*
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) NAA 636144 (R.202) 
first serial prefix. Corner fold otherwise uncirculated and 
rare in this condition.

$800

2596 
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) NAP pair (R.202); 
Knight/Stone (1979) NZU (R.207); Johnston/Fraser (1985) 
QCR pair, QER run of 20 (R.209a) OCRB serials. Flat 
uncirculated. (25)

$300

2597 
Five dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969) NDC (R.203); ten 
dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) SAS, SBN, SBT (R.301) 
Coombs/Randall (1967) SDX 855550 (R.302) Nearly 
uncirculated - uncirculated. (5) 

$100

2598 
Five dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) PCK pair (R.207); 
Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.208) (16 singles and a pair), 
Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.209a) (3). Uncirculated. (23) 

$300

2599 
Five dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) to Fraser/Cole (1992) 
(R.208, 209b, 212, 213, 214(2)). Uncirculated. (6)

$80

2600 
Five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) PVU 808779/880 
(R.209a) a pack of one hundred consecutive notes with a 
break in the numbers. Uncirculated. (100) 

$800

2601 
Five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) QER 725719/823 
(R.209c) a pack of one hundred consecutive notes with a 
break in the numbers. Uncirculated. (100) 

$800

2602 
Five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) OCRB notes (4), 
(R.209a); Gothic serial number notes(3) (R.209b);  Fraser/
Cole (1991), QJL (R.213); Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 37 
685140/150, a consecutive run of eleven notes (R.214); 
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LNA 838626 (R.89). 
Uncirculated. (20)

$100

2603 
Five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) PUU 963085-092 
(R.209a) consecutive run of eight notes; Fraser/Cole (1992) 
AA 81542584, AA 81542581-582 (R.214 [3]) light green; 
ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) URZ 970467-474, URA 
593373-382 (R.309) consecutive runs of eight and ten notes. 
URA series with soiling on some notes, nearly uncirculated 
- uncirculated. (29)

$300

2604 
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) QGN 056322/421  
(R.212) a pack of one hundred consecutive notes. 
Uncirculated. (100) 

$800

2605 
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) QJB 291408/500 plus QJC 
291001/7 (R.213) pack of one hundred consecutive notes 
with seven from consecutive prefix included as substitute. 
Uncirculated. (100)

$700

2606 
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 00362210-211 (R.214) 
consecutive pair of first serial prefix. Uncirculated. (2)

$350

2607 
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 91691547-556 (R.214) 
consecutive run of ten notes with light green serials. 
Uncirculated. (10) 

$250

2608*
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (2001) AA01 00014/5 
(R.219; McD 305a) very low serials consecutive pair of first 
prefix. Uncirculated and rare. (2)

$600
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2609 
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (2001) AA01 140363/72 
(R.219) ten consecutive first prefix notesd. Uncirculated. 
(10) 

$150

2610 
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (2001) JD 01807395-
404 (R.219) consecutive run of ten notes, last prefix. 
Uncirculated. (10)

$200

2611 
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2002) BA 02002255-
256 (R.220) consecutive pair, (2003) BA 03027576, EA 
03228296 (R.220) first and last prefix. Uncirculated. (4)

$100

2612 
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) SBV 783201/99 (R.301) 
ten folded bundles of original issue, one hundred consecutive 
notes. Except for centrefolds, nearly uncirculated. (100)

$1,500

2613 
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) SBV 837231/79 (R.301) 
fifty consecutive notes with centre-folds in five bundles. 
Centre-folds otherwise nearly uncirculated. (50) 

$750

2614 
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Stone 
(1983) (R.301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306a,b, 307a,b, 308). 
Very fine - uncirculated. (10)

$300

2615 
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Fraser 
(1985) (R.301, 303, 307a (two trios), 310a). Nearly 
uncirculated - uncirculated. (9)

$250

2616 
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to fifty dollars, Fraser/
Cole (1991) (R.301, 303, 312, 316, 409a, 413, 415, 513). 
The sixth only fine, others uncirculated. (8)

$200

2617 
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to fifty dollars, Fraser/
Cole (1991) (R.301, 303, 312, 316, 413, 415, 513, all 
consecutive pairs, singles 506a and 511). Fine - uncirculated. 
(18)

$400

2618 
Ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) SNB 311151/60 (R.303) 
ten consecutive notes. Virtually uncirculated. (10)

$500

2619 
Ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) JPF 340324/43 (R.303) 
twenty consecutive notes plus SNB single with pin-holes. 
Virtually uncirculated. (21)

$1,000

2620 
Ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) (R.303) (2); Knight/
Wheeler (1976) (R.306b) (pair); Johnston/Fraser (1988) 
(R.310a). Fair - uncirculated. (5) 

$80

2621 
Ten dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972 and 1974) STP 311915 
(R.304); TER 890980 (R.305). Nearly uncirculated. (2)

$100

2622 
Ten and fifty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) TPN, TPQ 
(R.307a) (2); YDU 461811/2 (R.507) consecutive pair; one, 
two and five dollars, Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78) DLV trio 
plus coin/note pack (R.88) (single and a pair) (R.208). (PEC 
run of four plus PGF in single). Flat uncirculated. (16)

$300

2623 
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AA23 058115 (R.310) 
last prefix of date overprint release. Uncirculated. 

$80

2624 
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AA 00 254040 (R.310) 
first serial prefix. Uncirculated. 

$100

2625 
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 33 943414 (R.310a) 
last serial prefix of first release. Uncirculated and rare.

$750

2626*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 33 964579 (R.310a) 
last serial prefix of first release of polymer note. Flat 
uncirculated and rare. 

$750

2627 
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB33 937983 (R.310a) 
last prefix of first serial release of polymer commemorative. 
Uncirculated and rare thus.

$650

2628 
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 33 948378 (R.310a) 
last prefix of first release. Centrefold corner fold otherwise 
nearly uncirculated.

$250

2629 
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 26 943481 (R.310a) 
AB 32 (R.310b), (1991) MQK 691019/20 (R.313) consecutive 
pair, Fraser/Evans (1993) CE 93 146373/7 (R.316) five 
consecutive. Also one hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) 
ZLA prefix (R.613). The last with light centrefold otherwise 
nearly uncirculated-uncirculated. (10) 

$200
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2630 
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB10 815823 (R.310b) 
first serial prefix of second release. Hint of centrefold 
otherwise virtually uncirculated.

$400

2631 
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB10 592587 (R.310b) 
first prefix of second release.. With centre fold, otherwise 
nearly uncirculated.

$150

2632 
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB/11 567010/20, 
(R.310b), a run of eleven consecutive notes of the second 
printing. Uncirculated. (11)

$120

2633*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB57 863636 (R.310b) 
last serial prefix of second release. Uncirculated and rare. 

$1,400

2634 
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 57 945230 (R.310b) 
last serial prefix of second release. Extremely fine.

$400

2635 
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 57 971894 (R.310b) 
last serial prefix of second release. With folds, fine.

$150

2636 
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) MRB 000001 (R.313) rare 
serial number one. As cut from sheet after tender in May 
1994, uncirculated.

$600

2637 
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) MLB 700 360/410 (R.313) 
missing 404 otherwise a run of fifty consecutive notes. Some 
handling otherwise virtually uncirculated. (50) 

$650

2638 
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) MLR 542631/2 a consecutive 
run of three, MQD 691270/80 a consecutive run of eleven, 
a sequence pair MRB 720191/2, a single MLR 542641 
(R.313); Fraser/Evans (1993) CE 93 258612/21 (R.316) ten 
consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (27)

$300

2639*
Ten dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1996) BD 99 000000 
(R.318) a very rare zero serial note. Uncirculated and very 
rare, maximum of 45 cut from one sheet after release.

$3,200

2640 
Ten dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1996) BE 98265129-130 
(R.318) consecutive pair; MacFarlane/Henry (2003) AA 
03032167, DF 03547346 (R.319) first and last prefixes. 
Uncirculated. (4)

$150

2641 
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAA (R.401) seven 
first serial prefixes. Fine - very fine. (7) 

$350

2642 
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAF 671229/30 
(R.401) consecutive pair. Light centrefold otherwise 
uncirculated. (2)

$80

2643 
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAE 202631/700 
(R.401) seventy consecutive notes in seven folded bundles. 
Centrefolds otherwise nearly uncirculated. (70)

$2,000

2644 
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAR 854671/700; 
935901/70 (R.401) ten bundles of folded notes, runs of 
70 and 30 consecutive notes. Centrefolds otherwise nearly 
uncirculated. (100) 

$2,800

2645 
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAD 235361/80; 
XAE 367751/70, 72/91; XAK 466221/70; XAQ 978951/
80; XAR 020661/80 (R.401) sixteen bundles of runs of 
consecutive notes, runs of 20 (4), 30 and 50. Centrefolds 
otherwise nearly uncirculated. (160) 

$4,200

2646 
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Stone 
(1983) (R.401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406a,b, 407a,b, 408). 
Good very fine - uncirculated. (10)

$750
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2647*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 740489 
(R.402). Trace of centrefold, crisp nearly uncirculated and 
rare in this condition. 

$3,000

2648*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBQ 779916 
(R.402). Flattened nearly extremely fine. 

$800

2649 
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBQ 726726 
(R.402) repeating digit trio. Good very fine.

$500

2650 
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) XFK 367819/25 
(R.404) seven consecutive notes. Virtually uncirculated. 
(7)

$1,000

2651 
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) XGS 931585/92 
(R.404) eight consecutive notes. Virtually uncirculated. (8)

$1,100

2652 
Twenty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976), XUQ 415524/32 
(R.406b) nine consecutive side thread notes. Centre bend 
otherwise nearly uncirculated and scarce thus. (9) 

$600

2653 
Twenty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) XTU 031 688 
(R.406b); Knight/Stone (1979) XZU, XZV, VAH (R.407a) 
gothic serials. The first good extremely fine others very fine. 
(4)

$150

2654 
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) EUH 229 234/61 
(R.409a) OCRB serials, twenty-eight consecutive notes. 
Centrefolds otherwise neary uncirculated. (28) 

$700

2655 
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) AAA 909255/7 (R.413) 
three consecutive AAA prefix. Uncirculated. (3)

$100

2656 
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.413) including a run 
of three notes, (5); Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) IB 94 
433252/5 a run of four notes, (R.416). Uncirculated. (9)

$200

2657*
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) ACV 000001 (R.415) 
rare serial number one note. As cut from sheet issued by 
tender in March 1995, uncirculated.

$600

2658 
Twenty dollars and fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) ABN 
450502/3 (R.415) consecutive pair; WUF 153483/4 (R.515) 
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (4) 

$200

2659 
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) ADK 617701-702 
(R.415) consecutive pair, last prefix. Uncirculated. (2)

$200

2660 
Twenty dollars, MacFarlane/Henry (2003) AA 03041159, 
DA 03216742 (R.419) first and last prefixes. Uncirculated. 
(2)

$100

2661 
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) YAA 590241 (R.505) 
first serial prefix. Good very fine. 

$300

2662 
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) YAA 069150 (R.505) 
first serial prefix. Very fine. 

$240

2663 
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) YAA 242815; YAA 70, 
71, 75, 77, 79 (R.505) six first serial prefix notes. The third 
and fifth fine or better, the others with some damage. (6) 

$400

2664 
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) YAQ 950 792 (R.505). 
Crisp, extremely fine.

$100
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2665 
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (R.505), Knight/Wheeler 
(R.506a, b), Knight/Stone (R.507), Johnston/Stone (R.508); 
one hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (R.608). Nearly 
uncirculated - uncirculated. (6)

$500

2666 
Fifty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) YBV 544 076/7 
(R.506a) consecutive pair of centre thread notes. Nearly 
uncirculated. (2)

$300

2667 
Fifty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) YAV, YBG, YBK, YBR, 
YBT (R.506a), YAV, YBA, YBP (3), YBR, YCN (R.506b). 
Very fine - extremely fine. (12) 

$700

2668 
Fifty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) YEG, YEQ, YFB (R.507) 
three consecutive pairs. Good extremely fine. (6) 

$400

2669 
Fifty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) YEQ (run of 4), YFB (run 
of 8), YFC (run of 3 and 6) (R.507). Centre bends otherwise 
good extremely fine - nearly uncirculated. (21)

$1,400

2670 
Fifty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979), YEG (2), YES (3), YET, 
YEX (3), YFB (2), YFC (2), YFQ, YFS, YFX, YGB (R.507). 
Good fine - extremely fine. (17)

$900

2671 
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) YHP, YHY (R.508) two 
consecutive pairs. Centre bends, nearly uncirculated. (4) 

$270

2672 
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) YHJ, YHL, YHP, YHQ, 
YHT, YHU, YHY, YHJ, YHB, YHE, YHG, YHK (R.508). 
Good fine - extremely fine. (10)

$550

2673 
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Fraser (1989) YXZ175860/1 (R.511) 
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)

$200

2674 
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) HF 002080 (R.515). 
Virtually uncirculated.

$90

2675 
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) various prefix letters all 
95 series (R.516), twenty notes. Uncirculated. (20) 

$1,100

2676 
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) VG 95810415 (R.516) 
last prefix. Creases and folds, nearly very fine.

$200

2677 
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) DA 96820637 (R.516) last 
prefix; Macfarlane/Evans (2004) AA 04670601 first prefix. 
Fine - uncirculated. (2)

$150

2678*
Fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1997) uncut vertical 
pair BD and BE 99 000 000 (R.518) extremely rare zero 
serials uncut pair. Uncirculated as cut after release of sheet, 
extremely rare.

$5,000

2679*
Fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1997) GC/GD 97 777777 
(R.518) matched pair of consecutive prefix solid number 
notes. Uncirculated and rare. (2)

$850

2680 
Fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1997) DA 99 prefixes 
(R.518). Creases and folds otherwise nearly uncirculated. 
(3) 

$170

2681 
Fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2003) AA 03051299, DA 
03073720 (R.519) first and last prefixes. Uncirculated. (2)

$150

2682 
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAA 622889 
(R.608) first serial prefix. Nearly uncirculated. 

$250

2683 
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAA 622890 
(R.608) first serial prefix. Crisp, good extremely fine. 

$220
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2684 
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAA 971197 
(R.608) first serial prefix. Good very fine. 

$150

2685 
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAA 08, 17, 
29, 30 (R.608) five first serial prefix notes. Nearly extremely 
fine - extremely fine. (5)

$750

2686 
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAA 00, 03, 
06, 48, 62, 78 (R.608) six first serial prefix notes. Very fine 
- nearly extremely fine. (6)

$750

2687 
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAA 13, 
165, 168, 19, 26 (R.608) five first serial prefix notes. Some 
damage, fine - very fine. (5) 

$550

2688 
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) ZCA 244 
527/627 missing no.573 (R.609) an original pack of one 
hundred consecutive notes, slight centre bend, with bank 
wrapper. Nearly uncirculated. (100)

$12,000

2689 
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) ZFE 950111/
210 (R.609), an original pack of one hundred consecutive 
notes. Virtually uncirculated. (100) 

$12,000

2690 
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) ZFE 950311/
410 (R.609) original pack of one hundred consecutive notes. 
Evidence of mishandling, otherwise nearly uncirculated. 
(100)

$11,500

2691 
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) ZFF 950001/
10, ZFE 950411/500 (R.609) an original pack of one 
hundred notes. Some handling, nearly uncirculated. (100) 

$11,800

2692 
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) ZGT 188244/88; 
(R.612), forty five consecutive notes. Crisp flat uncirculated. 
(45) 

$5,000

2693*
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) ZKV 000001/2 
(R.613) low serial numbered consecutive pair with number 
one. Uncirculated and rare. (2)

$1,500

2694 
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) ZHX 244388/437, 
(R.613), fifty consecutive notes. Crisp flat uncirculated. 
(50) 

$5,500

2695 
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) JK 96 966424 
(R.616) last serial prefix. Uncirculated. 

$400

2696 
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) AN 96 656988, 
CS 96743011 test notes first and last prefixes. Second note 
with folds and creases, very fine - uncirculated. (2)

$1,800

2697*
One hundred dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1998) BE/BF 96 
555555 (R.618) matched solid number pair with consecutive 
prefixes. Uncirculated and rare. (2)

$1,000

2698 
One hundred dollars, MacFarlane/Evans (1998) AA 99 
914235, JK 99920857 (R.702) first and last prefixes. 
Extremely fine - uncirculated. (2)

$300
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COLLECTOR  FOLDERS &  UNCUT  NOTES

2699 
Twenty-fifth anniversary set (1991) of the last prefix pre-
decimal notes matched with first serial prefix decimal notes 
in Reserve Bank of Australia presentation album in slip case, 
all notes end 316. Uncirculated. (8)

$6,000

2700 
Triple anniversary set (1994) of three notes, five, fifty and 
one hundred dollars, all first serial prefixes with matching 
numbers ending 316, in case and slip album of issue. 
Uncirculated. (3)

$1,800

2701 
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) last issue green folder; 
ten dollars (1988) first issue polymer single note folders (4). 
Uncirculated. (5) 

$50

2702 
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) uncut blocks of four (2) 
all ending 163; ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) uncut blocks 
of four Melb July 1991, Sydney Nov 1991; five dollars, 
Fraser/Cole 1991, uncut blocks of four, Adelaide Sept 1992, 
Sydney Nov 1992; Fraser/ Evans 1996 block of four; two 
note folder signatures 1996; 30th Anniversary 1997 three 
note folder; one hundred dollars first and last two note folder 
FDI 1996. All in folders of issue, uncirculated. (10) 

$500

2703 
Five (1992), ten (1993) (2, one first day issue) and fifty 
dollars (1995), first and last two note folders also single 
note twenty (1994)O/P, ten dollars (1988) five consecutive 
low numbered deluxe set (1995) five, ten and twenty dollars, 
also stamp and coin first day issue covers (Bradman) (1997) 
(3). Uncirculated. (16)

$300

2704 
Five dollars, (1996) signatures two note folders (2); ten 
dollars (1998) 10th anniversary two note folder; 1998 
premium low numbered set, five to one hundred dollars, 
serials AA 98000345. Uncirculated. (5) 

$400

2705 
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) first polymer issue 
(R.310) broken run of ten consecutive folders. Uncirculated. 
(10)

$120

2706 
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) polymer commemorative, 
uncut vertical strip of four and single note in folder of issue. 
Uncirculated. (2)

$100

ERROR  NOTES

2707 
Five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985), QCQ 031537 (R.209a) 
guillotined off-centre to left. Good very fine. 

$40

2708*
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) EXH 669113/EXH 
669339 (R.409a) mismatched serials for the last three digits. 
Rippled good very fine and very rare as such with three digits 
mismatched.

$800

2709 
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) ESQ478930 
(R.409a) missing watermark on left and thread on the right, 
misplaced sheet fead. Very fine and rare.

$400

2710 
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) RVS 275 482 (R.413), 
cut off centre to right from sheet by ten per cent. Nearly 
uncirculated.

$100

2711*
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) AAJ 001030 (R.415). 
Full registration shift both sides. Creased in circulation 
otherwise very fine and very rare. 

$200


